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TO: all aai visual arts students 
DATE: 6/1/2015 

SUBJECT: aai visual arts/media arts/ap studio summer work 2015/16 
!  

Instructions: You are to complete at least five (5) of the following  
assignments over the summer for aai visual/media/ap studio arts class.  

• Due date: These pieces will be due on Monday of the third week of    
school. The work will constitute 50% of your grade the first grading period. 
Consequently, if you do not do this work, you will not pass the first six-week 
period.  

• Seniors: In your sketchbook make a list of possible ideas that you may 
want to pursue as a senior project. Please return with a list of potential 
ideas to be discussed with me during the third week of school. 

• AP Studio Art 2-D: Make a list of possible Concentration ideas, this 
includes possible themes, subject matter, media.  Visit the College Board 
website - explore the studio art sections and print out a few student 
examples that you find interesting, inspiring or even intimidating 

• Size parameters: Each of the pieces should be no larger than 18” x 24”. 
You may choose the type of surface to work on: paper, cardboard, canvas 
board, plywood, mat board, photo paper, etc.  

• Elements/Principles of Design: Please keep in mind that drawing is 
important, as is design. As you practice your drawing skills remember to 
emphasize design in your artwork—the formal elements and principles 
(elements: line, color, texture, space, value, shape, and form; principles: 
unity, balance, contrast, repetition, variety, dominance, etc.).  Concept/
idea, craftsmanship, and the creation of a visually successful design will all 
be components of every grade.  

• Sketchbook: It is strongly recommended that you keep a sketchbook 
composed of visual ideas, notes, photos, doodles, plans, brainstorming, 
prep work, etc. 

!  
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Option 1: required for all Year 1 students, Year 2 &3 may choose this 

Select your 5 assignments from the list. 

�  

• Alter It: 

Make 5 copies of the same scene, object, figure, such as an illustration, 
rubber glove, skate board, ball.  Keep one the same, and alter the remain-
ing 4 in different ways.  The alterations should not completely destroy the 
visual’s inherent identity; we should still be able to recognize it.  Stretch it. 
Repeat it. Cut it. Split it. Condense it. Weave it. Distort it. Rearrange it. 
Change it’s color.  Find ways to vary the meaning of the visual thru muta-
tion. 

• Synthesize It: 
Create an image that synthesizes different elements to form a new, more 
complex image.  Use the image to illustrate a theme or idea. 

• Conjure up color from black and white: 
Create textures, tones and patterns from black and white that are so rich 
they “feel” colorful.  Use varying combinations of black and white that pro-
duce a range of weights and values that are as visually exciting as color. 

• Communicate time in visual form: 
Visualize Time. 

• Change the scale: 
Take something we usually see as small and make it big, and vice versa.  
Keep it in it’s usual surroundings, however, to demonstrate the shift in scale.  
Your image should contain the element of surprise. 

• Rethink a self-portrait: 
Create a self-portrait without using your face.  Find something else (not nec-
essarily a body part) that characterizes you.  
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• Depict a metamorphosis: 
Take 2 things, such as a lion and a chihuahua, and in gradual steps trans-
form one into the other.  The two can have a logical relationship, like a cater-
pillar and a butterfly or a chicken and an egg; or they can be unrelated, like a 
television and a pickle; or they can be abstract shapes, like a square and a 
circle. 

• Create a portrait, self-portrait, landscape, or still-life in the style of 
another artist in which formal aspects of design are emphasized: 

i.e. Monet/Impressionism, Matisse/Fauvism, Picasso/Cubism, Warhol/Pop, Dali/
Surrealism, Van Gogh/Postimpressionism, etc. You may have to do a bit of research 
to understand the stylistic tendencies of these artists/movements.  

• Using graphite draw a still-life arrangement  that consists of mainly 
of reflective objects. 

Convey a convincing representation with a full range of values. To add 
interest to the composition, you might also want to render yourself being 
reflected in the objects. 

•  Create your own fashion design line of clothing, following a theme. 
This could be designed for men, women, children, dogs, etc.  It can be prac-
tical or fantastical, sculptural or meant to be sewn in a traditional manner. 

• Draw a self portrait with a directed light source.   
Arrange interesting side lighting, and be sure to add a background or setting 
(no floating heads). Make use of dramatic lighting, maybe even a flashlight 
held from below. 

• Create an abstracted composition developed from cells and other 
microscopic images. 

Create a pattern using repetition and color effectively.  Think about tessella-
tion, radial and symmetrical balance. 

• Create an Indispensable Gif 
Create a pattern using repetition and color effectively.  Think about tessella-
tion, radial and symmetrical balance.  
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Option 2: only Year 2 & 3 students may choose this 

Community Showcase Development 
Second and third year AAI students can choose to complete a body of work 
with the intention of showcasing (exhibiting) the work in one of our galleries 
in the community.  The body of work, or concentration, will be started in the 
summer with a series five pieces of art with that have a cohesive, well 
thought out theme/concept.  This body of work can be the beginning of a 
solo show, or a part of a group show. 

You will have to meet with one of the 3 AAI Visual/Media Arts teachers dur-
ing the summer, preferably at the beginning of August for a mid-point critique 
to check the progress of your concentration. 

A concentrated body of work are related works that:  

*Grow out of a coherent plan of action or investigation 

*Are unified by an underlying idea with a formal and conceptual concept 

*Shows a sophisticated use of technical skill  

*Shows your development of visual language 

*Can be based on your personal interest or an investigation of an idea 

Examples of a concentrated body of work are: 

*A series of landscapes based on personal experience 

*A series of figurative work focusing on exaggeration 

*Abstraction from mechanical objects 

*An exploration of interior and exterior architectural  spaces 
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*A series of works that begin with representational interpretations and evolve 
into abstraction. 

*A series of works based on one of the more complex prompts in Option1.  

Please feel free to contact us to schedule your mid-point critique: 

ABC - bowncrawford@gmail.com 

Ms. Mauro - jhmauro@gmail.com 
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